
 
 

 

 

 

 

Event Coordinator Job Description 
 

Job Responsibilities 

 

1. Responsible for all client inquiries, bookings and event execution 

2. Respond to client inquiries with a personalized email with general information brochure 

and pricing. Second and third follow ups with email and phone call for those who don’t 

respond. 

3. Keep database of leads and follow ups in Excel. 

4. Schedule and give tours of TSUMC to qualified leads and follow up with phone 

call/thank you note/quote after the tour. 

5. Manage calendar of Weddings and Events in conjunction with the church calendar 

6. Coordinate bookings and review of contract & contract signing with clients, including 

collection of deposits and payments on prescribed dates as outlined in contract.  

7. Will notify all necessary parties and staff of booked events 

8. Respond to questions from the client related to the event that can’t be answered by the 

FAQ 

9. Send Timeline Questionnaire to client 3 months prior to the event. 

10. Meet with client at 6-weeks prior to event to review timeline and address any problems. 

Final Review meeting with client and other necessary parties 2 weeks prior to event as 

necessary 

11. Staffing for the duration of the event. 

12. Ensure layout, and set-ups, are to client specification. 

13. Hourly walk-through of facility to check for issues/problems. Restocking toilet paper, 

paper towels, etc. 

14. Walk through of the facility at the end of the event to assess any damages or problems, 

communicating to facilities manager if clean-up is needed. This includes photo 

documentation of any issues for client.  

15. Close events by sending out thank you emails, obtaining reviews and photographs and by 

confirming all payments have been received including overtime and damages. 

16. Post events and updates to Social Media after obtaining release from client.  

17. If client booking a wedding wishes for event coordinator to fulfill duties of wedding 

coordinator, the event coordinator will make their own agreement with the client and be 

paid separately for this service.  This will not impact the fee paid to the church for the 

event or the fee the church will pay the event coordinator 

 

A United Methodist Congregation 

TYLER STREET CHURCH 

Sharing Life        Loving People        Finding Faith 



Payment 

1. Event coordinator compensation to be paid 20% of the total cost to the client for all of 

the coordinator's work. The breakdown would be: 

a.  5 hours for scheduling, tours and calls prior to booking, 

b.  5-10 hours post booking for contract, payment, laying out details, additional 

showings of the venue, etc.,  

c. 5-7 hours day of the event from start to finish and a few hours for closing out 

the event and event follow up (reviews/feedback/social media). 

2. The coordinator will be paid a minimum of $250 compensation per event, so the 

coordinator receives at least $10-$15/hour for all of the work.  

3. After a showing of the property to prospective clients if the client chooses not to use  

TSUMC, the coordinator will be paid $15/hour for their time. If the client chooses to 

use TSUMC the time spent showing the property will be included in the total 

payment to the coordinator. 

4. Small events may occur at TSUMC which will not need the use of an event 

coordinator. 

 


